Flowchart of Necessary Notifications
when You Build Structures in the Quasi-urban Planning and Scenic District.
In the case that you construct and/or repair structures in the quasi-urban planning and scenic district.

The construction, addition, or reconstruction
or relocation of a building. (*1)

Repair or remodeling that alters
the appearance of a building.(*3)
Color alteration (*4)

Notification of 'Ordinance for the
Protection and Fostering of Kutchan's
Scenic Landscapes'. (necessary to apply
30days before Building Confirmation
Application.)…Notification 1
and
Notification of Landscape Act (*2)…Notification 2

Notification of 'Ordinance for the
Protection and Fostering of Kutchan's
Scenic Landscapes'. (necessary to apply
30days before Building Confirmation
Application.)…Notification 1
and
Notification of Landscape Act (*2)…Notification 2

The notified acts comply with the
restrictions of the ordinance and Landscape Act.

The notified acts comply with the
restrictions of the ordinance and Landscape Act.

Receive certificates of authorization

Receive certificates of authorization

Building Confirmation Application
(Kenchiku-kakuninshinsei) (*2)…Notification 3

The notified act complies with the restrictions
of the Building Confirmation Application.

Receive a certificate of authorization
from Hokkaido Government.

You can start construction!! (*5, *6)
*1 In the case your land is larger than 3,000㎡, you have to apply within the acts of development. Therefore you should consult with
the Urban-planning section.
*2 You can submit notification of 'Ordinance and application of Landscape Act at same opportunity.
*3 Repair and remodeling means reproofing and re-covering walls.
*4 Color alteration means repainting roofs and walls.
*5 Other laws may be applicable in your situation (for example: Agricultural Land Act). You must clear these before you commence construction.
At the construction site you have to exhibit placards of "Confirmed by the Building Standards Law" and "Authorized by the Landscape Act".
*6 If you change plans of the permitted structures, you will have to re-submit altercation to the same notification.
*7 These regulation of notification have penal provisions.
*8 If you build prefabricated (demountable) structures even for a short period, you have to submit these notification.

